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Summary
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is increasingly used in diagnostic centers for the 
assessment of genomic alterations to select patients for precision oncology. The Ital-
ian Society of Anatomic Pathology and Diagnostic Cytopathology (SIAPEC) through the 
Molecular Pathology and Predictive Medicine Study Group (PMMP) has been following 
the progressive development of centers that have adopted NGS technology in diagnostics 
over time. In July 2017, a study network on massive parallel sequencing was activated in 
Italy and recognized as the NGS SIAPeC National Network by the SIAPeC Scientific Soci-
ety Board. Since then, activities have been implemented within the network that provide 
for alignment of laboratories through diagnostic concordance analysis and monitoring of 
centers adhering to the Network. Recently, considering the growing need for extended 
genomic analyses, the PMMP distributed a national survey to assess activities related to 
the use of genomic diagnostics in oncology within the NGS SIAPEC National Network.
Thirty centers participated in the survey. Eighty percent of the centers are laboratories 
within Pathology Departments. The distribution of laboratories in the country, the diagnos-
tic laboratory/population ratio, the staff dedicated, the type and number of sequencing and 
mechatronics platforms available, the genomic panels utilized, and the type and number of 
diagnostic tests carried out in the last year in each center, are reported. 
The centers were also asked whether they participated in a multidisciplinary Molecular 
Tumor Board (MTB) for management of patients. Thirty percent of the centers had a MTB 
that was ratified by regional decree. The professionals most frequently involved in the core 
team of the MTB are the pathologist, oncologist, molecular biologist, geneticist, pharma-
cologist, and bioinformatician. 
The data from this survey indicate that NGS diagnostics in Italy is still heterogeneous in 
terms of geographical distribution and the characteristics of laboratories and diagnostic 
test performed. The implementation of activities that favors harmonization, the logistics 
and the convergence of biological material in reference centers for molecular analyses is a 
priority for the development of a functional laboratory network.
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Introduction

Precision oncology with targeted drugs requires accu-
rate clinical evaluation of the patient and an in-depth 
morphological, immunophenotypic and molecular 
analysis of the tumor through a series of processes 
that require the involvement of different professionals 
working in a team 1,2. 
Pathologists are increasingly involved in the molecu-
lar characterization of tumors. The current diagnos-
tic needs in various oncological areas require broad 
spectrum analyses, which include information on the 
mutational pattern, DNA repair mechanisms, and im-
mune response  3-6. These types of analyses can no 
longer be achieved with classical approaches, which 
are now impractical for reasons related to the costs of 
reagents, times needed for testing, and the scarcity of 
biological material. 
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), also referred to 
as Massive Parallel Sequencing (MPS), is increasing-
ly used in diagnostic centers and is progressively re-
placing traditional methods of molecular analysis 7-11. 
The activation of centers operating in the diagnostic 
field with NGS has required adaptations to new tech-
nologies over the years, with substantial investments 
and acquisition of new skills. 
The Italian Society of Anatomic Pathology and Di-
agnostic Cytopathology (SIAPEC) through the Mo-
lecular Pathology and Predictive Medicine Study 
Group (PMMP) has been following the evolution of 
molecular diagnostic activities in Pathology centers 
operating in Italy for years. With the progressive in-
crease of centers that have adopted NGS technol-
ogy in diagnostics over time, a study network on 
massive parallel sequencing was activated in Italy 
and recognized as the NGS SIAPEC National Net-
work by the SIAPeC Scientific Society Board on 5 
July 2017.
Since then, activities have been implemented within 
the network that provide for alignment of laborato-
ries through diagnostic concordance analysis and 
monitoring of centers adhering to the SIAPEC NGS 
National Network with dedicated questionnaires im-
mediately prior to the annual meeting of the PMMP 
Group.
Considering the growing need for extended genomic 
analyses in Italy, and more specifically in the context 
of regional oncological networks, the scientific com-
mittee of the PMMP distributed a national survey to 
assess activities related to the use of genomic diag-
nostics in oncology within the SIAPEC-PMMP NGS 
National Network.

Matherial and methods

The SIAPEC-PMMP Study Group sent a survey to 30 
centers belonging to the SIAPEC NGS National Net-
work. The survey was conducted using a question-
naire to evaluate a series of parameters characteriz-
ing the center and the activities carried out. 
The main points addressed in the questionnaire are 
as follows: 
• Name of the Center, Affiliation, Director, Manager. 
• Personnel at the center (Physicians, Molecular bi-

ologists, Laboratory technicians).
• Equipment present (platforms for MPS, platforms 

for establishing genomic libraries).
• Gene panels used (panel name, number of genes, 

nucleic acids required).
• Quantification of the activities carried out (Diagno-

sis-Research) over the last year. 
• Main neoplastic pathologies examined. 
• Existence of a standardized report.
• Laboratory report with multidisciplinary groups for 

selection of therapy in patients undergoing genom-
ic analysis (Molecular Tumor Board).

• Professionals involved in the Molecular Tumor 
Board.

• Regional ratification of the reference Molecular Tu-
mor Board. 

The questionnaire is available as an Appendix. 
The questionnaire was submitted to 30 centers in Ju-
ly-December 2020. Two months were initially granted 
(July-August 2020) to return the questionnaire. A 
total of 21 centers responded to the survey within 
that time. The results obtained were tabulated, ano-
nymized, and analyzed. The preliminary data on the 
21 centers were presented at the national meeting 
of the PMMP group, held virtually on 8 September 
2020. Additional data were provided by the remain-
ing centers in October-December 2020. The final 
data of the survey was tabulated in Excel and sub-
jected to statistical analysis of frequency, T-test, and 
contingency tables. A P value < 0.05 was considered 
significant. The analysis was carried out using IBM® 
SPSS® software. The final data were presented to the 
scientific committee of the PMMP group, which met 
in plenary session on January 18, 2021.

Results

Within the SIAPEC-PMMP working group, 30 centers 
distributed throughout Italy as shown in Figure 1 (A) 
participated in the national survey; all centers an-
swered all questions in the questionnaire. 
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Seventeen centers are located in the north of the 
country, 7 in the center, and 6 in the south (including 
the main islands). Based on the geographical distri-
bution of the Italian population (ISTAT data, 31 De-
cember 2019), the distribution of the laboratories was 
greater in the central north than in the south/islands. 
On average, the diagnostic laboratory/population ratio 
was 1/1.6 million in the north, 1/1.7 million in the cen-
ter, and 1/3.4 million in the south/islands. Regarding 
the type of centers, 14 laboratories are located in Uni-
versities, 8 in large hospitals, 7 in Specialized care in-
stitutes (IRCCS), and one private center participated 
in the survey. Figure 1 (B) shows the types of centers 
and percentage distribution.
Twenty-four (80%) of the centers in the SIAPEC-PMMP 
NGS Network are laboratories specialized in molecu-
lar technologies within Pathology Departments, and 
the other centers are specialized in Clinical Pathology, 
Molecular Oncology and Molecular Diagnostics, which 
are strictly connected to the Pathology Departments. 
The staff dedicated to diagnostic activity in the centers 
was divided into 3 categories: Physicians, Molecular 
biologists, and Laboratory technicians.
As reported in Table I, in which the centers have been 
anonymized, on average about 3 personnel of each 
category are present in each center with a minimum 
of 3 and a maximum of 24; 30% of the centers (9 of 
30) have fewer than 5 dedicated staff, while 12 (40%) 
have 10 or more personnel. Forthy percent of the cen-
ters reported having staff with bioinformatics skills.

Figure 1. Type, number and distribution of centers within the SIAPEC NGS Network.

Table I. Number of personnel dedicated to diagnostic activ-
ity in each center. 

Center Physicians Biologists Technicians Total
1 2 2 3 7

2 2 6 2 10

3 2 2 3 7

4 0 4 4 8

5 7 1 9 17

6 0 5 2 7

7 10 8 16 34

8 3 1 2 6

9 2 1 2 5

10 1 2 1 4

11 1 3 1 5

12 0 1 4 5

13 1 1 4 6

14 1 2 1 4

15 2 2 0 4

16 2 4 1 7

17 0 4 1 5

18 3 4 5 12

19 1 2 3 6

20 4 3 3 10

21 2 3 3 8

22 1 1 1 3

23 0 8 2 10

24 14 4 3 21

25 2 2 1 5

26 5 8 4 17

27 8 12 4 24

28 1 2 3 6

29 2 3 5 10

30 0 2 8 10

Mean 2.7 3.4 3.4 9.4
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Regarding the number and type of NGS sequenc-
ers in the various centers, 1 sequencing platform is 
present in 33% of laboratories, 2 platforms in 30%, 
and 3 or more platforms in 37% of centers. Within the 
network there are 31 Illumina platforms, 28 IonTorrent 
platforms, and 4 Qiagen platforms.
Table II shows the survey data relating to the number 
and type of sequencing platforms present in the various 
centers. Turnover of the different platforms was high, 
as the majority of centers reported upgrades over the 
years. For the purposes of implementing NGS tests in 
clinical practice, the diffusion of automated systems for 
the preparation of genomic libraries is important, which 
considerably reduces the work needed by operators in 
the pre-analytical phase and minimizes human errors. 
Table II lists the instruments used for automation in the 
different centers. Some are an integral or complemen-
tary part of commercial platforms for NGS sequenc-
ing (e.g. Ion Chef for the Ion Torrent platform), while 

in other cases they are mechatronic systems that are 
adaptable to different sequencing platforms (Agilent, 
Hamilton Robotics, Masmec). 
All data were collected relating to the genetic panels 
used in the various centers for NGS diagnostics, in 
order of frequency of use, with 6 possible opportuni-
ties for insertion in the questionnaire (from the panel 
of group 1, or first choice, to the panel of group 6). 
Table III shows the data relating to the panels indicated 
by the various centers for group 1. These are panels with 
a number of genes that can be analyzed (from 2 to 80), 
with an average of 27 genes per panel; the table also 
shows the nucleic acids required to carry out the test.
The number of panels used in the different centers 
varies from 1 to 6, with 30 centers that reported a 
panel in group 1, while 22 centers also use a second 
panel, 17 centers use 3 panels, 9 use 4, 4 use 5, and 
3 use 6. The number of genes in the panels reported 
in the different groups varied from 2 to 5.

Table II. Type and number of technological platforms in each center compared with the number of diagnostic NGS test per-
formed in a year period (January-December 2019). 

Centers Sequencing Platform Genomic library preparation system
Number Type  

1 3 MS/NS/GR Magnis 
2 1 S5 N. 2 Ion Chef System
3 2 MS/NS Microlab starlet 
4 1 S5 Ion Chef System
5 3 S5/PGM/HS Ion Chef System
6 3 MS/NS/S5 Ion Chef System - QIAgility 
7 2 S5/MS Ion Chef System
8 1 PGM Ion Chef System
9 3 MS/PGM/S5 NO
10 1 GR Qiacube 
11 2 GR NO
12 2 MS/S5 Ion Chef System - NGS Star 
13 3 MS/NS/NoS NO
14 1 PGM NO
15 2 S5/PGM Ion Chef System
16 3 MS/MS/NS NGS Star 
17 1 PGM NO
18 2 S5/NS Ion Chef System
19 2 MS/PGM NO
20 2 S5/MS NO
21 1 S5 Ion Chef System
22 3 S5/MS/NS Ion Chef System
23 3 S5/MS/NS Ion Chef System - NGS Star 
24 1 MS NO
25 1 S5 Ion Chef System
26 4 PGM/S5/S5/GN N2. Ion Chef System
27 2 MS/NS NO
28 2 MS/NS NO
29 3 PGM/PGM/S5 Ion Chef System - Magnis 
30 3 MS/MS/MS Omnia - Microlab starlet 
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As seen in Table IV, the average number of genes 
evaluable with the different panels progressively in-
creases from 1st choice to 6th choice. It is clear that 
the 4th, 5th, and 6th choice panels, with an average of 
analyzable genes > 100, are used only by a limited 
number of centers with adequate technology and ex-
perience. For each panel, the dedicated commercial 
software was reported and, in the presence of bioin-
formatics skills in the center, the use of additional soft-
ware for analysis of the results was also indicated. The 
data is available upon request to the SIAPEC Board.
The centers also provided data on the tests performed 
in a year period (January-December 2019) for re-

search or diagnostic activities. A total of 17,667 NGS 
tests were carried out (mean 654 tests per center), of 
which 6,386 were performed in the context of research 
activities (mean 237 tests per center), and 11,281 for 
diagnostic activity (mean 418 tests per center).
The number of tests carried out at the various centers 
was heterogeneous. There are 13 centers with high 
productivity (from 500 to 2500 tests/year), 6 centers 
with medium productivity (from 200 to 500 tests/year), 
and 11 centers that can be defined as having low ac-
tivity or in a phase of implementation (<  200 tests/
year). The data are reported in Table V. 

Table III. Characteristics of the genomic panels (Group 1) utilized in NGS diagnostics. 
Center Type of panel: Group1 Number of genes Nucleic acid required

1 AIO ALL IN ONE 22 DNA
2 Oncomine™ Solid Tumour DNA 22 DNA
3 Myriapod NGS-LT 56G Onco Panel 56 DNA
4 Hotspot Cancer panel v2 50 DNA
5 Oncomine Focus Assay 80 DNA/RNA
6 Archer FusionPlex Sarcoma Kit (Archer Dx) 26 DNA/RNA
7 ONCOMINE BRCA ASSAY 2 DNA
8 OST DNA 22 DNA
9 BRCA1/2 DEVYSER 2 DNA
10 Qiact BRCA UMI Panel 5 DNA
11 QIAact DNA AIT UMI panel 30 DNA
12 ONCOMINE UNIVERSAL DX 56 DNA/RNA
13 COLON-LUNG BENKIT panel 5 DNA
14 SiRe 6 DNA
15 AllRas 4 DNA
16  BRCA1/2 somatico mini-HRS (up-grade 2020 a Devyser BRCA) 2 DNA
17 Myriapod NGS-LT BRCA1-2 panel (HB: 2018/04) 3 DNA
18 Custom 26 DNA
19 Oncomine Focus Assay 80 DNA/RNA
20 Myriapod NGS-LT 56G Onco Panel 56 DNA
21 PAN-SOMATIC LAB-DEVELOPED 2.0 26 DNA
22 BRCA1/2 DEVYSER 2 DNA
23 Oncomine Focus Assay 52 DNA/RNA
24 Myriapod NGS-LT 56G Onco Panel 56 DNA/RNA
25 CUSTOM 25 DNA
26 SirE 7 DNA
27 MYRIADPOD NGS SOLID TUMOR 16 DNA
28 Myriapod NGS-LT 56G Onco Panel 56 DNA
29 Oncomine BRCA 2 DNA
30 HEREDITARY CANCER SOLUTION™ 26 DNA

Table IV. Number of genes in the genomic panels utilized in NGS diagnostics.
Panel: group 

1
Panel: group 

2
Panel: group 

3
Panel: group 

4
Panel: group 

5
Panel: group 

6
Number of centers 30 22 17 9 4 3
Mean number of genes 27 29 31 117 143 202
Minimal number of genes 2 1 2 9 7 17
Maximum number of genes 80 161 170 395 524 524
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Table V. Number of NGS test performed in a year period (January-December 2019) in each center.
Centers Number of tests performed Research tests Diagnostic tests

1 920 205 715

2 1700 500 1200

3 600 200 400

4 In implementation In implementation In implementation 

5 60 25 35

6 145 85 60

7 486 288 198

8 620 90 530

9 100 40 60

10 150 0 150

11 460 100 360

12 250 100 150

13 405 200 205

14 In implementation In implementation In implementation 

15 780 480 300

16 587 0 587

17 519 490 29

18 1650 150 1500

19 26 0 26

20 90 50 40

21 1359 0 1359

22 342 338 4

23 600 550 50

24 In implementation In implementation In implementation 

25 120 120 0

26 2000 400 1600

27 220 200 20

28 175 150 25

29 2500 1625 875

30 803 0 803

Total 17667 (Mean: 654) 6386 (Mean 237) 11281 (Mean 418)

Figure 2. Type of solid tumors investigated by NGS in the centers that participated in the survey.
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A significant association emerged between diagnostic 
productivity and availability of platforms for automa-
tion of processes for sample preparation: centers with 
tools for automated processing of genomic libraries 
had an average annual diagnostic productivity of 502 
cases compared to 78 cases in centers without auto-
mation (P = 0.026).
Centers were asked to indicate the oncological pathol-
ogies investigated by NGS diagnostics. The results of 
the survey showed that NGS tests were mainly used 
for the diagnosis of lung, ovarian, and colon cancers 
(with more than 15 centers involved), melanoma and 
breast cancers (over 10 centers), and to follow other 
oncological pathologies as shown in Figure 2. 
In all, 40% of centers applied diagnostic NGS to more 
than 6 different tumor types and 27% apply the tech-
nology to 3-5 tumor types, while 33% of centers carry 
out NGS focused on diagnosis of specific neoplastic 
forms (< 3 tumor types) (Fig. 3).
The survey also queried the availability of a reporting 
model in the center and the centers’ opinion on the 
utility of a standard model to be adopted at a national 
level. Twenty-three centers (77%) responded that they 
had a defined reporting model, while 97% referred that 
they would like to adhere to the adoption of a shared 
standardized model for reporting. 
The centers were also asked whether they participat-
ed in a dedicated multidisciplinary group or “Molecular 
Tumor Board” (MTB) for management of patients. 
Nineteen (63%) of the centers referred the existence 
of a multidisciplinary reference group with which to 

share diagnostic decisions based on cancer treat-
ments. Multiple professionals are involved in MTB 
in the various centers. The most frequently reported 
professionals are the pathologist (100%), oncologist 
(100%), molecular biologist (79%), geneticist (63%), 
pharmacologist (37%), and bioinformatician (32%) as 
shown in Table VI.
These professionals are joined by others involved in 
instrumental diagnostics or in oncological treatments, 

Table VI. Professionals included in the Molecular Tumor Boards activated in 19 centers. 
Centers  Professionals involved in a Molecular Tumor Board

1 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist
2 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist Farmacologist Bioinformatician
3 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist      
4 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist      
5 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist    
6 Oncologist Pathologist   Geneticist    
7 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist      
8 Oncologist Pathologist Geneticist    
9 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist    
10 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist     Bioinformatician
11 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist   Bioinformatician
12 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist    
13 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist Farmacologist  
14 Oncologist Pathologist     Farmacologist  
15 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist      
16 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist Farmacologist Bioinformatician

17 Oncologist Pathologist   Geneticist Farmacologist  
18 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist Farmacologist Bioinformatician
19 Oncologist Pathologist Molecular Biologist Geneticist Farmacologist Bioinformatician

Figure 3. Color Graph showing the diagnostic activity of 
centers categorized by the number of different tumor types 
investigated by NGS.
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which are reported in order of frequency: surgeon, 
radiologist, hematologist, radiotherapist, pulmonolo-
gist, endocrinologist, dermatologist, urologist, meth-
odologist, psycho-oncologist. For 9 (47%) of the 19 
centers that declared their participation in a MTB, the 
latter was ratified by a regional resolution. The regions 
that have taken action in this regard are: Campania, 
Lazio, Liguria, Lombardy, Sicily, Sardinia, Tuscany, 
and Veneto - eight regions in which a total of nine 
structures are located (two in Veneto). Some centers 
referred that they did not understand the difference 
between the Molecular Tumor Board and Multidisci-
plinary Oncology Group.

Discussion

The results of this national survey of centers that per-
form genomic tests in oncology using massive paral-
lel sequencing have provided a heterogeneous and 
potentially rapidly evolving picture of the current situ-
ation. Overall, the data lead to interesting reflections 
on the rapid development of this new approach, on its 
main applications in diagnosis for a detailed charac-
terization of oncological pathologies and suitability of 
targeted treatments, and on the progressive adapta-
tions induced by new technology that will soon require 
regulatory interventions.
The survey assessed the type and number of net-
work centers in Italy, their geographical distribution, 
and technological capabilities of the different labora-
tories. In 80% of cases, the centers participating in 
the survey were internal structures of Pathology De-
partments, with the remaining laboratories in close 
functional connection with Pathology Departments. 
Of the 30 centers that joined the NGS SIAPEC study 
network, more than half (57%) are located in the north 
of Italy and 80% in the center/north. This reflects the 
greater population density in these geographic areas 
compared to the south/islands. However, comparing 
the number of laboratories to the demographic distri-
bution, in the center/north the density is almost ho-
mogeneous (one laboratory per 1.6-1.7 million inhabit-
ants). In fact, in the south/islands, compared to the 
population there are about half of the number of labo-
ratories present in the center/north. The distribution 
of laboratories in the center/north is in line with what 
has been repeatedly reported considering the ideal 
distribution of genomic diagnostic centers through-
out the country 12,13. The number of laboratories in the 
south, on the other hand, represents a critical issue 
that should be overcome in a short time, particularly 
in some geographical areas.

From an instrumental point of view, all the centers, at 
the time of the survey, had one or more massive paral-
lel sequencing instruments, mostly attributable to the 
two most widespread technologies available on the 
international market, i.e. Thermofisher and Illumina, 
with only a limited number of centers that adopted the 
Qiagen platform, which is currently being phased out. 
Two-thirds of laboratories have two or more platforms 
and most centers reported technological upgrades 
over a few years. This implies a significant economic 
commitment of laboratories to this new technology. 
Eight (80%) of the 10 centers equipped with a single 
platform opted for IonTorrent technology, while the 
multiple instruments in the various centers are mainly 
Illumina: this may depend on the technical character-
istics of products, costs, and commercial policies. The 
survey also provided data on mechatronic systems for 
the automation of preparatory processes, and in par-
ticular with regards to establishing genomic libraries 
for massive parallel sequencing. Overall, the instru-
mental landscape is very heterogeneous and can be 
better interpreted only by evaluating the data relating 
to the instrumentation and diagnostic activity in the 
different centers (Tabs. II, V). Laboratories that have 
platforms for automation had significantly higher aver-
age diagnostic productivity than centers without au-
tomated platforms. This indicates the importance of 
automation of the pre-analytical phase which, in the 
case of massive parallel sequencing, is particularly 
lengthy and complex, with repetitive steps that can 
be associated with operator error, and therefore not 
highly suited for routine clinical activity in the absence 
of automated processes.
A further consideration concerns sequencing ac-
tivities carried out within centers of the SIAPEC NGS 
National Network. As for most new technologies, next-
generation sequencing was initially introduced in many 
laboratories for research purposes. With technological 
advances, both instrumental and in reagents used for 
sample preparation, the technology has become more 
reliable, progressively moving in the diagnostic field 
to provide new and important possibilities. At the time 
of the survey, 68% of NGS activity in the centers was 
devoted to oncology diagnostics and as many as 15 
(50%) of the centers carry out more diagnostic activi-
ties than basic research. This suggests that within a few 
years massive parallel sequencing will have an impor-
tant role as a diagnostic tool on the national territory. 
Based on the numbers provided in terms of the annual 
diagnostic activity carried out, 13 laboratories handled 
a number of samples compatible with that reported for 
a reference center which must maximize resources 14. 
The other laboratories currently handle a much lower 
number of samples, while others have just recently 
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been activated and diagnostic processes are still be-
ing implemented. The SIAPEC will continue to carry 
out annual surveys to monitor the activity of centers 
and encourage further development. 
Overall, the data indicate that NGS technology is be-
ing used for genomic characterization of a wide range 
of neoplastic diseases and that the technology has a 
broad impact. The types of cancers most frequently 
investigated reflect what has been recently highlighted 
by the European Society of Medical Oncology 10. How-
ever, about one-third of the centers limit the technol-
ogy to a few oncological pathologies, favoring lung, 
ovary, and colon cancers as well as melanoma, due 
to the greater complexity of genes that need to be ex-
amined (e.g. BRCA and related genes in ovarian can-
cer) and the need to simultaneously examine numer-
ous markers that have entered routine clinical practice 
with limited quantities of biological material available 
for analysis (e.g. lung cancer, melanoma). 
The personnel currently present in the diagnostic 
centers with higher throughput is on average ade-
quate for the number of tests carried out and well 
represented in terms of professional categories 
among physicians, molecular biologists, and labora-
tory technicians. Personnel with specific bioinformat-
ics skills are present in only 40% of centers, and their 
presence is not correlated with the number of exams 
performed. Evidently, the role of the bioinformatician 
is assumed by other personnel with more general 
skills, which is favored by the progressive develop-
ment of dedicated software.
Of particular interest is the implementation of the Mo-
lecular Tumor Boards. These multidisciplinary groups 
are considered necessary for adequate and shared 
selection of patients to receive personalized onco-
logical treatments after genomic characterization by 
NGS  12-19. About two-thirds of centers reported that 
they are involved in multidisciplinary working groups, 
or a Molecular Tumor Board which is dedicated to pa-
tient selection following NGS, but only 30% of the cen-
ters had a Molecular Tumor Board that was ratified by 
regional decree. 
In general, the professionals most frequently involved 
in a Molecular Tumor Board are the oncologist, pathol-
ogist, molecular biologist, geneticist, pharmacologist, 
and bioinformatician. 
This central “core team”, which represents the main-
stay of the Molecular Tumor Board, associates less 
frequently with other professionals involved in the care 
pathway due to the specific oncological pathology in 
the various centers (hematologist, pulmonologist, en-
docrinologist, dermatologist, urologist). The results of 
the survey stress the need to better define the rela-
tionships between multidisciplinary cancer groups 

and Molecular Tumor Boards and to precisely outline 
their limits, specific functions, and activity. 
The results of the survey are relative to the SIAPEC-
PMMP study and monitoring network, which includes 
the vast majority of centers involved in NGS diagnostics 
in oncology that are active in Italy. Other centers, not 
operating within Pathology Departments or associated 
with them, were not included in the present analysis. It 
is therefore representative of the national situation, but 
not exhaustive. We believe, however, that only a few 
centers were excluded from the present survey. 
The data from this survey indicate that diagnostic 
activity using massive parallel sequencing in Italy is 
carried out, but that it is heterogeneous in terms of 
geographical distribution and the characteristics of 
laboratories and activities performed. The diagnostic 
centers are still not fully structured within defined re-
gional networks, which are not always connected to 
diagnostic-therapeutic pathways and molecular tumor 
boards, much less to a functional national network. 
Broad-spectrum genomic characterization in oncolo-
gy, based on massive parallel sequencing, is econom-
ically unsustainable in the absence of an economy 
of scale that provides for centralization of activities, 
adequate production processes, and automation. The 
implementation of a functional laboratory network that 
favors local logistics and the convergence of biological 
material in reference centers for molecular analyses is 
highly desirable. This, together with the management 
of data by molecular tumor boards, in close relation-
ship with multidisciplinary oncology groups in well-de-
fined diagnostic-therapeutic pathways, within regional 
oncological networks, will ensure a constant increase 
in quality, reduction in costs, and high levels of diag-
nostic and therapeutic appropriateness. 
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